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AirTies 4920 Triple pack - Framework 2 firmware upgrade guide
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Please Note: The following steps must be followed to upgrade the AirTies 4920 Triple pack nodes from Framework 1 to 2. 

 

There is a specific process to follow and an intermediate firmware must first be loaded on all devices before the latest firmware version can be loaded. 

You will require the two firmware files and a PC/ Laptop that is connected to the ISPs router with a cable. 

Intermediate firmware: v1.33.10.10.1600 

Final firmware: v3.61.8.6.4645 

Step 1: Please remember to keep all three AirTies nodes in the same location for the upgrade and connect the main node to the ISP’s router with an 

Ethernet cable. A best practice tip is to place them sequentially by serial number, and have the lowest number as the cabled unit connected to the ISP 

router. 

Step 2: Once the mesh is powered up and running, access each node on its DHCP IP address in your Laptop / PC’s browser.  

Alternatively the following URLs can be used:  

http://air4920.local 

http://air4920-2.local 

http://air4920-3.local 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q1_afgXjbSUycJnCm-IxS7ZVPaVHT9Vo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XdKMIkXzgP-tYDES1l21b9ey16R8QZSk/view?usp=sharing
http://air4920.local/
http://air4920-2.local/
http://air4920-3.local/
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Step 3: Confirm that all the Nodes are on the same firmware version 1.33.10.8.825. 

Click on advanced settings -> Tools and Firmware Update 

Step 4: From the furthest node / highest serial number to the closest cabled node one at a time, upload the intermediate firmware v1.33.10.10.1600 via the 

browser.  

If this is step is not completed correctly the nodes that are not cabled will lose connectivity to the main node and DHCP server. 

Click on advanced settings -> Tools and under manual update choose the intermediate firmware from its saved location then click Upgrade. 
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Once the Upgrading firmware screen is displayed on the furthest node / highest serial number you can continue with the next node. 

Step 5: Once all devices have applied the Intermediate firmware 1.33.10.10.1600 and restarted confirm all devices are on the same firmware. 

Step 6: Repeat steps 4 and 5 with the final firmware v 3.61.8.6.4645. 

 

Congratulation, you have successfully upgraded the firmware to Framework 2  


